Level 3 Science
Homework Helper
Questions

PAGE 46 – W=m x G (3.08a)
1 Which of the following best describes the term mass?
A. The force pushing up
B. An object’s weight
C. The amount of matter in an object
D. The force pushing downwards
2 What are the units of mass?
A. newtons
B. kilograms
C. metres
D. newtons per kilogram
3 Which of the following best describes the term weight?
A. It’s a brass thing that is used on scales
B. It is a piece of equipment you use at the gym
C. It is the force pulling objects down towards the Earth
D. It is how heavy you are.
4 What are the units of weight?
A. newtons
B. kilograms
C. grams
D. newtons per kilogram

Homework Helper Questions PAGE 46 – W=m x G (3.08a)
5 Calculate the weight of the following on Earth:
A. 1 kg bag of sugar
B. 2700 kg lorry
C. 120 kg human
D. 50 kg shopping trolley
E. 500 tonne airplane
6 A pupil carries out an experiment to find how the length of a spring changes with the masses added.
Some of the results are shown below.
Length of Spring (cm)
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Mass Added
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Using your processing skills, draw a line graph of this data.
Use the graph to estimate the length of the spring when 0.95kg is added

Homework Helper Questions PAGE 58 types of soil (3.17a)
Using your researching skills, find out about a type of soil particle called silt.
1. Does silt have bigger or smaller particles sizes than sand?
2.

Place the three different sized soil particles in order from biggest to smallest.

An experiment to analyse different soil samples found that each soil type has a mixture of soil
particles. Use the results shown below to draw either a bar graph or a pie chart for each jar.

Homework Helper Questions Page 62 - extraction of natural materials
(3.17b)
The Earth provides us with a huge wealth of natural resources that we make use of every day. Some of
them are found ready to use but others need to be extracted from an ore.
The diagram shows the reactivity series and information about extraction. This shows that the
more reactive a metal, the harder it is to remove from its ore. Use your selecting skills to answer the
following questions.

https://www.onlinemathlearning.com/image-files/extract-metals.png

1.

Name one metal that is found uncombined (native) in the ground.

2.

Name two metals that need to be extracted by electrolysis.

3.

How is iron extracted from its ore?

4.

Only one metal can be extracted by burning in air. Which one?

5.

Which is the most reactive metal?

6.

Which is the least reactive metal?

7.

Which of the elements in the reactivity series isn’t actually a metal?

8. The reactivity series is often shown as a list. Use your processing skills to present this data in
the form of a table. Make sure you include headings.

Homework Helper Questions Page 70 - life in the universe (3.06a)
Many scientists have opinions on the possible existence of life elsewhere in the Universe. There are
many hypotheses about this topic, but there is no scientific theory about it yet.
Assess the reliability of sources of information. Choose five different sources of information. Resources that are aimed at children might be best as they will explain this mind-boggling topic in a way that
you can understand.
List your five sources:
1
2
3
4
5
What makes these sources reliable? (See page 000 for help with assessing sources.) For each source of
information give two reasons why you think this source is a reliable source.
1a
b
2a
b
3a
b
4a
b
5a
b
Using your reliable sources of information, make a reasoned argument for the existence (or not) of life
on other planets. State your opinion and then back it up with the scientific facts you have found out.

Homework Helper Questions Page 72 - states of matter homework 1
(3.05a)
Using the information from the passage below complete the table.
Properties and uses of gases
Air is a mixture of gases including oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide. Oxygen is needed for
breathing and burning. Nitrogen is used in fertilisers and for freezing warts. Carbon dioxide is the gas
we breathe out, is the fizz in our cola and is used in fire extinguishers.
Air also contains very small quantities of the gases argon (which is used in light bulbs), neon (which is
used in advertising lights) and helium (which is used in balloons).
Chlorine kills germs and is used in swimming pools and in bleach. Ozone is a gas that is found in the
atmosphere and which protects the Earth from the Sun’s rays. The lightest of all the gases is hydrogen
and it is used as rocket fuel since it is very flammable.
Using your selecting skills, find information in the passage to complete the table.
Name of Gas

Uses

Homework Helper Questions Page 72 - states of matter homework 2
(3.05a)
1 In each of the boxes below there is a statement which describes the particles in one of the states of
matter. Write solid, liquid or gas in each box.
The particles are very
close together

The particles are
moving very fast in all
directions

The particles are quite
close together

The particles can only
vibrate

The particles can difuse The partcles move
very quickly
around but not very
quickly

The particles are
arranged in a regular
pattern
The particles are the
furthest apart

2 Complete the table by entering the materials in the list under the correct headings.
milk oxygen irn bru sugar helium flour salt methane cola
Solid

Liquid

Gas

Homework Helper Questions Page 72 - states of matter homework 3
(3.05a)

Box A

Box B

Box B

1 Which box shows the particles in
a.

solid

b.

liquid

c.

gas?

2 Use the words solid, liquid or gas to complete the following statements
a.

______________ can be compressed easily.

b.

______________ are difficult to compress.

c.

______________ cannot be compressed because the particles are too close together.

3 After heating water to kill off any microbes, it takes time to cool to a temperature that is suitable for
drinking. The temperature of the hot water in a container was measured every two minutes. Document this in the form of a graph.
Temperature (Cº)

90

78

68

60

54

49

45

Time (mins)

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Homework Helper Questions Page 76-7 - interdependence homework
(3.01a)
Animal and plant species depend on one another. Evidence of this can be found in food webs like the
one shown here.

1 Using the words increase, decrease or stay the same, describe what you think might happen to the
snake population if all of the frogs in this ecosystem died of disease.
Prediction:
Explain why you think this:

2 Identify a four-organism-long food chain from the food web above.
______________ > ______________ >______________ > ______________
3 In food chains, approximately 90 % of the energy is lost at each stage. If the Leaves contain 15 500 kJ
of energy, how much energy does the Fox obtain from eating a Chipmunk?
______________ kJ
4 Highlight the following on the food web:
one producer (in green)
two herbivores (in red)
one secondary consumer (in yellow)

Homework Helper Questions Page 81 - photosynthesis homework
(3.02a)
1 Select suitable words from the list below to complete the description of photosynthesis. Words may
only be used once, although some are not used at all.
_______________ carry out photosynthesis. The pigment ______________ is used to trap
_______________ energy which is used to combine _______________ and _______________
_______________ to produce a sugar called _______________. A gas called ____________ is
released into the atmosphere.
chemical oxygen carbon dioxide light producers chlorophyll
glucose chloroplast stomata consumers water
2 Explain how a scientist could accurately measure photosynthetic rate using the apparatus shown in
the picture below.

Homework Helper Questions Page 82-83 - fertiliser homework
(3.03a)
1 Fertilisers often contain the chemical elements nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium(K).
The optimum amount of each element in a fertiliser depends on which plants are being grown. A
fertiliser contains 200g nitrogen, 120g phosphorus and 160 g potassium.
Calculate the simplest whole-number ratio of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.
_______ : _______ : _______
2 The table shows the mineral composition of three fertilisers. Mineral composition of three
fertilisers
Fertiliser

Mineral (%)
Nitrogen (N)

Phosphorus (P)

Potassium (K)

A

25

25

50

B

75

12.5

12.5

C

30

50

20

Use the information in the table to construct a pie chart for fertiliser A.

Homework Helper Questions Page 84 - nutrients for healthy plants
homework (3.03a)
Using your researching skills and library resources or the internet, find out what each of the main
plant nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) is required for.
1 What does added nitrogen promote in plant growth?
2 What does added phosphorus help in plant growth?
3 What does an increase in potassium help develop in plants?
4 What does a deficiency of each of these nutrients do to plant growth?

Homework Helper Questions Page 88 - climate change homework
(3.05b)

The graph shows the change in temperature close to the Earth’s surface. Each bar shows the temperature in a year. The red line shows the trend.
1 What does the trend line show is happening to the temperature close to the Earth’s surface over
time?
2 Why are do some of the bars indicate negative numbers?
3 Which decade (group of 10 years) shows the highest temperatures?
4 Which decade shows the lowest temperatures?
5 Why do you think that the graph starts at 1860?

Homework Helper Questions Page 100 - body systems homework
(3.12a)
Using your researching skills complete the body systems diagram.

Homework Helper Questions Page 101 - organ systems homework 1
(3.12b)
In recent years, several athletes have collapsed during sporting events. Sadly, some have even died.
This has led to greater screening of the respiratory and circulatory systems, especially the hearts, of
elite sports people.
One measure of fitness is to check the time it takes for a person’s heart rate to return to normal
following a period of exercise. The fitter an individual is, the quicker their heart returns to its resting
rate.
Using your fingers and a timer, measure your resting heart rate and note it down.

__________ beats per minute
Now, do three minutes of exercise. It doesn’t matter which activity you choose to do. However, you
must make sure it is intense enough to raise your heart rate.
Using your fingers and a timer, measure your post-exercise heart rate and note it down.
__________ beats per minute
Wait 30 seconds and then repeat your measurements. Continue this process until your heart rate
returns to normal. How long did it take?
__________ minute(s)
Once your heart rate has returned to normal, repeat your investigation and calculate an average
time.
Average: __________ minute(s)
1 Why is it important to do repeats and calculate an average?

2 Other than repeating the protocol, can you think of any problems with the method and
improvements that could be made to the experimental technique?

Homework Helper Questions Page 102 - organ systems homework 2
(3.12b)
Technology plays a pivotal role in monitoring health and wellbeing.
1 Match the equipment to its function
Stethoscope

Typically has a rubber cuff; measures blood
pressure
Used to listen to the heart beating
Measures the maximum rate of expiration
An instument that maeasures the air capacity
of lungs
When place on a finger, can be used to determine the oxygen level of the blood
Measures the number of beats taken by the
heart in a minute

Heart rate mointor
Pulse oximeter
Sphygmomanometre
Peak-flow meter
Spirometer
Look at the peak-flow readings in the table.
Peak flow (l/min)
1

2

3

Athlete

520

505

530

Untrained

410

435

410

Average

2 Complete the table so that it shows the average peak flow for each individual.
3 Trained individuals generally have a higher peak flow than those who are untrained. Using the data
above, calculate the percentage difference between a trained and untrained individual.
__________ %

Homework Helper Questions Page 111-12 - balanced diet homework
(HWB 3.1)
It is important to know about the food going into your body. To help with this, manufacturers now
put information guides onto foods. This can be a traffic light system, to show whether a product has
a high, medium or low amount of fats, saturates, sugars and salt. An example is shown below.

1 Examine some food packets that you can find around your kitchen. Try to fill the table with
different examples of foods that are high, medium and low in fats, saturated, sugars and salt.
Nutrient
Sugar

Fat

Saturates

Salt

High

Medium

Fat

2 In the sample food label, the food contains 20.3 g of an individual’s recommended daily fat intake.
Based on this information, what is the maximum mass of fat a normal individual should have in a
day?
__________ g

Homework Helper Questions Page 113 - reproduction and DNA
homework 1 (3.14a)
1 Following fertilisation, the zygote will develop into an embryo in its mothers’ uterus. 1 Using the
resources available to you, put the following stages of development into the correct order, from 4
weeks to 40 weeks.
a.

The foetus is growing hair, nails and eyelashes.

b.

The embryo is 2 mm long and its heart is beating.

c.

The foetus is fully developed and ready to be born.

d.

The foetus is 20 cm long and its brain is very active.

e.

The foetus is 7 c m long and all body parts are present.

f.

The embryo is now called a foetus and has human features.

2 Once the baby is born, it will have characteristics that show either continuous or discontinuous
variation. Usually, features that show continuous variation can be measured.
Using the information provided, put the following characteristics into a table of continuous and discontinuous features. Use appropriate headings.
height hand span earlobe shape skin colour blood group
fingerprint type hair colour weight tongue rolling ability
Variation in a population is a consequence of differences in the genetic information of each individual.
Create a model of DNA out of coloured card, using the following genetic code: Red – G
Green – C
Blue – A
Yellow – T
Compare your model to the others in your class. Are there two codes the same?

Homework Helper Questions Page 116 - reproduction and DNA
homework 2 (3.14a)
In order for a woman to become pregnant, the nucleus of an egg cell fuses with that of a sperm cell.
1 In the space below, draw a labelled diagram of a sperm cell and explain one feature that makes it
suited to its job.

2 Research suggests that female fertility changes over time. Using data from the graph,
describe the changes in fertility of females over time.

3 Look closely at the data. Can you suggest a reason for this trend?

Homework Helper Questions Page 117 - reproduction and DNA
homework 3 (3.14a)

The diagram shows a foetus developing in a woman’s uterus. It also shows the umbilical cord, an
important structure that delivers oxygen and nutrients to the baby, while taking away waste
products such as carbon dioxide.
Harmful substances in the mother’s blood such as alcohol, drugs and carbon monoxide can pass
from the mother to the foetus via this structure. Choose one harmful substance and research its
effects on development. Prepare a short presentation on your findings.

Homework Helper Questions Page 126 - microbes and disease
homework 1 (3.13a)
Following a light training session, our athlete has noticed some itching and discomfort between her
toes. The apprentice scientist at the lab looking at her sample has composed a report of their
findings. Unfortunately, they have got a bit muddled up and have asked you to check over their
report and make the necessary corrections before it is submitted to the athlete. The apprentice tells
you that they are certain they made only seven errors. Highlight the errors and give feedback on the
report in the box below.

Homework Helper Questions Page 127 - microbes and disease
homework 2 (3.13c)
The first ever vaccination was conducted in 1796, by an English scientist named Edward Jenner. It
protected against the deadly smallpox virus. Jenner did this by making some accurate observations
and then testing his hypothesis on an eight-year-old boy called James Phipps.
Watch the TedTalk at this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqUFy-t4MlQ
1 Write a summary of the discovery of vaccination. Be sure to include:
•

the observation Jenner made that gave him the idea of vaccination

•

why infecting James Phipps with cowpox protected him (and others) against small pox.

2 Are there any obvious ethical issues with Jenner’s protocol?
3 In the UK, there is a vaccination programme in place for young people. Find out five diseases that
are currently vaccinated against by the NHS.

Homework Helper Questions Page 128 - microbes and disease
homework 3 (3.13c)
An agar plate was divided into four sections. Swabs were taken from the hands of people following a
visit to the toilet. Quarter 1 represents the microbial growth where no toilet tissue was used.
Quarter 2 represents ‘protection’ from one layer of tissue, quarter 3 two layers of tissue and finally,
quarter 4 three layers.
The results of the investigation can be seen in the table.
Results
Quarter

Number of microbes after 48
hours

1

11 501

2

10 990

3

6900

4

6459

1 Calculate the difference in microbe numbers between quarters 1 and 4.
2 Give one variable that should have been kept constant when carrying out this investigation.
3 Form a suitable conclusion for this investigation.

Homework Helper Questions Page 130 - acids and alkali homework
(3.18a)
Use the answers to the questions below to fill in the grid. The answers will spell out a mystery word
down the grid. Can you work it out?

1.

An __________ has a pH of higher than 7.

2.

Acid can _____________ metal, stone and other substances

3.

An _______________ can tell us whether something is an acid or alkali

4.

A _____________ has a pH of lower than 7.

5.

A ______________ alkali has a pH of over 12

6.

A ______________ acid has a pH of about 6.

7.

A ______________ fruit is acidic

8.

A ______________ substance turns Universal indicator green.

Now write a question to which the answer is the mystery word!

Homework Helper Questions Page 131 - pH Scale homework (3.18a)

1 What pH is neutral?
2 What colour does an alkali turn Universal indicator?
3 What colour does an acid turn Universal indicator?
4 Give an example of an acid, an alkali and a neutral substance.
5 Universal indicator is a liquid and pH paper is a solid indicator. Explain when you might choose to
use pH paper instead of Universal indicator.
6 Using your researching skills, find out about another type of pH indicator and explain the colour
changes that indicate the pH of a substance.
7 The following substances have been tested and their pH has been noted. Organise them into a table
with the following headings: Acid, Alkali, Neutral.
•

Lemon juice – 3

•

Salty water – 7

•

Coffee – 5

•

Vinegar – 4

•

Cola–5

•

Washing-up liquid – 8

•

Sugar solution – 7

•

Window cleaner – 12

•

Indigestion tablet – 10

•

Hydrochloric acid – 1

•

Sodium bicarbonate – 9

Homework Helper Questions Page 132 - neutralisation homework
(3.18a)
SEPA is the Scottish Environment Protection Agency. It is SEPA’s job to ensure that the environment
is safe for us and the other living things in Scotland. They carry out investigations into different areas
to ensure that no living thing is caused harm.
One of SEPA’s most recent reports was issued to a country park where it was found that the pH of
the water in a small fishing lake was too acidic. This could have happened for a number of different
reasons which SEPA will continue to investigate. In the short term the pH of the water must be
neutralised.
1 Using a scientific diagram, show how SEPA could have tested the pH of the water to determine its
pH.
2 What does the term neutralisation mean?
3 What type of solution should be used to neutralise the fishing lake?
4 Suggest a chemical that could be used to do this.
5 Using your researching skills explain why it is important to monitor the water in our environment.

Homework Helper Questions Page 130 - acids and alkali homework
(3.18a)
Friction is a force that occurs when two surfaces are moving in contact with each other. There are
two main factors that affect friction – the condition of the surfaces and the weight of the object. You
are going to carry out your own investigation into friction at home.
Aim: To investigate the effect of surface area on distance a 2p coin will travel
Independent variable – surface area
Dependent variable – effect of friction
Constant variable – 2p coin, method of pushing, side of coin measurement taken
Equipment
•

2p coin

•

Variety of surfaces

•

Ruler

Instructions
1 Select a variety of different surfaces (a minimum of four).
2 Place the 2p coin at one edge of your surfaces.
3 Push the 2p coin in a way that you can easily replicate.
4 Measure the distance the coin has travelled.
5 Record your results.
Your task
1 Draw your results into a results table
2 Graph your results

Homework Helper Questions Page 154 - solvents homework (3.16b)
The washing powder industry is successful because water on its own isn’t the best solvent to remove
stains. Water doesn’t work effectively on stains like grass or ink or grease. Washing powder contains
additives, such as enzymes and detergents, that improve the effectiveness as water as a solvent.
These stains can also be removed using different solvents. Using your researching skills, find out
about other solvents that can be used to remove difficult stains.

Homework Helper Questions Page 156 - groups of the Periodic Table
homework (3.15a)

1 Choose one of the groups of the Periodic Table and, using your researching skills, find out about
the properties of the elements within that group.
Your research should include:
•

the names of all the elements

•

the symbols of the elements

•

the properties of each element

•

the similarities between the properties

•

the differences between the properties

•

any other interesting facts

Make sure you include the full references for the sources of your information (see page 000 for help
with referencing).

Homework Helper Questions Page 161 - periodic table, metals and
non-metals homework (3.15a)
The zigzag line on the periodic table
can help you recognise which elements
belong to which category

1 On which side of the Periodic Table are metals found?
2 Give three examples of metals that are found in your body or diet.
3 The following are properties of most metals:
•

high melting point

•

shiny

•

malleable

•

sonorous

•

thermal conductor

•

electrical conductor

Make a table like this one. Complete each row with an example of a metal product that makes use of
each property
Property

Product

High melting point

Sauce Pot

Shiny
Malleable
Sonorous
Thermal conductor
Electrical conductor
4 Choose one element from the non-meta; side of the Periodic Table and, using your researching
skills, find out what it is used for. Discuss the properties that make it suitable for its use.

Homework Helper Questions Page 161 - periodic table, metals and
non-metals homework (3.15a)
1 Complete the following text by adding in the missing words.
Particles in a solid are always v________. If the particles get h_______, they vibrate more. Solids
are b_______ at conducting heat than _________ and _________ because their particles are
closer together. If the particles are spaced out, it is __________ for the energy to pass along. Some
solids conduct heat more than others. The best conductors are ___________. Materials that do not
conduct heat are called __________.
2 Insulation works to stop the three forms of heat transfer to prevent heat loss. What are the three
forms of heat transfer?
A
B
C
3 Explain in your own words how each of the three types of heat transfer works. Use scientific
diagrams to help your explanation.

Homework Helper Questions Page 172 - reactions of earth materials
homework (3.19b)
1 Draw a cartoon to explain how the water cycle works. Describe how pollutants, such as sulfur
dioxide which causes acid rain, get caught up in the water cycle.
2 Write the instructions and draw the scientific diagram for this lab report.
Aim: To investigate the effect of acid rain on different types of rock Independent variable: type of
rock
Dependant variable: effect of acid rain
Constant variables: volume of ‘acid rain’, size of the rock
Hypothesis: Different types of rock will be affected differently by acid rain
Equipment
•

Three different rock types (limestone, sandstone, granite)

•

Beakers

•

Dilute hydrochloric acid (modelling acid rain)

•

Timers

Homework Helper Questions Page 176 - renewable energy homework
(3.04b)
Write a letter to your local MP explaining your opinion on the Scottish Government’s strategy for
use of renewable energy. Make sure you have researched your opinions thoroughly and you are
using reliable sources.
In your letter explain how you feel about the following questions.
•

Do you feel we are using the best forms of renewable energy that are available to us in 		
Scotland?

•

What other forms of renewable energy could we be using?

•

How do you think we should be using less fossil fuels?

Swap letters with another class member. Fact check and correct each other’s work. Your partner will
need the full, correct reference of any information you have quoted. (See page 33-34 of the Course
Book for help with referencing.)

Homework Helper Questions Page 179 - chemical cells homework
(3.10a)

1 The graph shows the results of a voltage investigation. The results were produced when the metals
were tested again carbon. Using your processing skills, turn this graph into a table of results.
Make sure you include table headings.
2 Define the following terms:
•

electrolyte

•

electrode

•

voltage

•

chemical cell

•

battery

Homework Helper Questions Page 183 - circuits homework (3.09a)
1 Draw the circuit diagram symbols for the following components:
•

cell

•

open

•

switch lamp/light

•

voltmeter

•

fuse

•

ammeter

•

closed switch

2 Use the diagrams you have drawn in Q1 to help you, draw an example of a series circuit. It should
contain at least three different components.
3 Using the diagrams you have drawn in Q1 to help you, draw an example of a parallel circuit with at
least five components.

Homework Helper Questions Page 179 - chemical cells homework
(3.10a)

All modern cars are fitted with catalytic converters. These contain precious metals and are quite an
expensive part of the car. Using your researching skills, make an informational leaflet that could be
used in local garages to explain to customers what a catalytic converter does. Your leaflet should
be bright and colourful with useful information on each page. Your pages should be organised to
answer these questions:
•

Page 1 – (Front cover) What is this leaflet about?

•

Page 2 – What is a catalytic converter and where it is on your car?

•

Page 3 – What is a catalytic converter made from and why do we need them?

•

Page 4 – How does a catalytic converter work?

Homework Helper Questions Page 188 - rates of reaction homework
(3.19a)
1 What are the four factors that can change the rate of a reaction?
2 Complete the table to show the time (in seconds) taken for the chalk to disappear in each of the
four experiments shown.

Times recorded: 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 5 seconds, 45 seconds
Experiment
1 Chalk lump and 1ml HCL
Acid
2 Chalk chunks and 1ml HCL
Acid
3 Chalk powder and 1ml HCL
Acid
4 Chalk lump and 0.1ml HCL
Acid

Time (Seconds)

3 Present the completed results table in the form of a bar graph. Remember to include all the labels!

Homework Helper Questions Page 190 - breaking compounds
homework (3.15b)
A chemical reaction happens when a new substance is formed. Two elements can combine together,
for example
oxygen + hydrogen → water (hydrogen dioxide)
or a compound can break down into smaller chemicals, for example
hydrogen peroxide → oxygen + water
Complete the table.
Chemical name

Chemical formula

Magnesium oxide

MgO

Zinc oxide

ZnO

Carbon dioxide

What atoms are found in this
compound?
1 magnesium, 1 oxygen

1 carbon, 2 oxygen
MgCl2

Sodium chloride
Potassium iodide

1 sodium, 1 chlorine
Kl

Copper sulphate
Zinc nitrate

1 copper, 1 sulfur, 4 oxygen
ZnNO3

The following scientific diagram the breaking up of a compound called copper chloride by
electrolysis. Which two elements would you expect to be produced?

Complete the diagram with the correct result labels.

Homework Helper Questions Page 191 - signs of a chemical reaction
homework (3.19a)
A chemical reaction occurs when a new substance is formed. There are four signs that a chemical
reaction has taken place:
1.

a change in temperature

2.

a solid (precipitate) forms from two liquids

3.

a gas forms

4.

a colour change.

Chemical reactions are different from physical changes, because in a physical reaction nothing new
is made. During a physical change, substances only change state (they melt, evaporate, condense or
freeze) and the product is still the same chemical as the starting material.
Using this information and your own understanding of chemical reactions, decide if a new
substance has formed in the following scenarios:
•

the rusting of iron

•

the burning of wood

•

mixing an acid and an alkali cooking an egg

•

baking a cake

•

explosion of fireworks

•

milk going sour

•

ice melting

•

rain forming

•

bananas rotting

•

digesting food

•

adding baking soda to vinegar

Make a poster for your science classroom that explains the difference between a chemical reaction
physical change, making sure you use the words ‘new substance is formed’.

Homework Helper Questions Page 193 - refraction homework (3.11a)
When light is passed through a prism, it is split into the different wavelengths that make it up. Each
wavelength is seen as a different colour.
1 Complete the diagram below.

2 Animals are affected by the way that light changes speed when it passes from one medium to
another. Some fish use their ability to spit water to hunt small insects on low lying branches close to
the water’s surface. Explain, in your own words, why the fish is unable to aim directly at the insect it
is hunting. You may use a diagram to help with your explanation.

Homework Helper Questions Page 196 - electromagnetic spectrum
homework (3.11b)
1 Match up the sections of the electromagnetic spectrum with the diagrams that indicate the
approximate size of their wavelengths.

Homework Helper Questions Page 196 - electromagnetic spectrum
homework (3.11b)

2 All of the wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum have different uses. Choose one of
the wavelengths and find out about how it is used in our society. What are the advantages and
disadvantages of this use?

